
COLOUR TRENDS
2022



Color curator Joa Studholme from
Farrow & Ball has just shared her
predictions for 2022.

The paint manufacturers say that,
we'll be veering towards brighter
colours that herald a return to
normality, familiar colours in clever
combinations, shades that are
anchored in comfortability and
simplicity.

Joa believes that décor is moving
forward, but also 'drawing
inspiration from the modest
character of the world of folk and
craft,' through tones that evoke a
simple and modest life.

Take a look at how you can
incorporate these colours into
your home using Ulster carpet.

Ulster Velvet 
Dovecote W2613



School House White No.291
 

Pared back, timeless and familiar
without the cool undertones of the
more contemporary neutral groups,

this soft off white is reminiscent of the
colour used in old school houses.

Habitus Croft
Surf 70/1318

Ulster Velvet 
Glacier W2624

Grange Wilton
Celadon G1037 

Grange Wilton
Lowry G1016 



Breakfast Room Green No. 81
 

The most cheerful of all our greens,
remaining lively in both bright sunlight

or softer candlelight.

Ulster Velvet 
Teal W2629 

Habitus Croft
Mere 62/1318 

Ulster Velvet 
Canvas W9209 

Natura Arcus
Electric 177849-1 



Stone Blue No. 86
 

Stone Blue’s lively and saturated
colour can be used alongside warmer
tones such as Pelt to create an inviting

vintage look, or the cooler Mole's
Breath for a cleaner, more

contemporary feel. 

Watercolours Amulet
Ocean 31/20103 

Anatolia Medallion
Aswan 92/2287 

Ulster Velvet
Neptune W2623

Fusion Reverb
Electric 31/20088 



Incarnadine No.248
 

Unashamedly classic and glamorous.
It can be used to sumptuous effect in
halls when offset with Tanner’s Brown
on woodwork, or feel more edgy and

graphic when paired with a bright
white. 

Glenmoy 
Royal Stewart 10/2754

Ulster Velvet 
Imperial Red W8830 

Glendun
Samarkand 3/2152

 

Glenmoy
Persian Garden 10/2160



Babouche No.223
 

It has a cheerful brightness 
that will intensify when used

 in large areas, but it is always 
dignified and never garish.

Ulster Velvet Fauna
W2607

York Wilton
Cotswold Y1056

Watercolours Mineral
Savannah 15/20089

Watercolours Mineral
Azores 32/20089


